Role of aiNa in positive force-frequency staircase in guinea pig papillary muscle.
In the ventricular papillary muscle of guinea pig heart, membrane potential, intracellular sodium activity (aiNa), and twitch force were measured simultaneously and continuously for many hours at stimulation rates of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Hz to investigate the relation of aiNa to twitch force and membrane potential both in the steady state and during the changes in these variables. After an increase in stimulation rate, both aiNa and twitch force increased progressively, reaching steady-state levels. The relation between twitch force and aiNa in the steady state was generally sigmoidal over the range of 0.5-5 Hz and steep in the 1- to 4-Hz range. After either increase or decrease in stimulation rate, the time course of change in aiNa was exponential and similar to that of change in twitch force. Moreover, the force-aiNa relation observed after increase in stimulation rate from 0.5 to 3 Hz resembled that observed after decrease in the rate from 3 to 0.5 Hz, indicating an absence of hysteresis in the relation. The results suggest that an increase in aiNa is an important factor involved in the force staircase. As stimulation rate was increased from 0.5 to higher rates (5 or 6 Hz) and then decreased back to 0.5 Hz, a hysteresis phenomenon was observed in the relation between twitch force and aiNa. This suggests that some secondary factor may alter the relation between twitch force and aiNa. As stimulation rate increased and aiNa rose, the steady-state diastolic membrane potential hyperpolarized. This result is consistent with the view that an increase in aiNa enhances the electrogenic Na+-K+ pump and hyperpolarizes the cell membrane.